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ABSTRACT We examined the role of molecular shape in determining the patterns of low-frequency deformational motions of
biological macromolecules. The low-frequency subspace of eigenvectors in normal mode analysis was found to be robustly
similar upon randomization of the Hessian matrix elements as long as the structure of the matrix is maintained, which indicates
that the global shape of molecules plays a more dominant role in determining the highly anisotropic low-frequency motions than
the absolute values of stiffness and directionality of local interactions. The results provided a quantitative foundation for the
validity of elastic normal mode analysis.
INTRODUCTION
For more than two decades, normal mode analysis (NMA)
has played an important role in modeling harmonic vibra-
tions of protein structures (1–4), especially in modeling large-
scale deformational motions of supramolecular complexes
(5–14). In recent years, this classic method has been revi-
talized by a new paradigm—elastic normal mode analysis
(eNMA) (15,16)—which in many applications seems to be
as effective as, and in other applications even more powerful
than, the conventional NMA (for a review, see Ma (17)). In
eNMA, a protein structure is represented by a linear elastic
network regardless of the detailed chemical structure and
then the standard procedure of NMA is applied to a linear
potential function of the network. As shown in numerous
cases (18–34), despite drastic differences in the forms of
potential function, the low-frequency eigenvectors calcu-
lated by eNMA closely resemble those calculated from more
accurate molecular mechanics potential functions such as
a CHARMM force ﬁeld (35). Such an insensibility of low-
frequency modes to a force ﬁeld provided a foundation for
successful applications of eNMA to coarse-grained repre-
sentation of protein models. The coarse-grained representa-
tions can be based on either Ca atoms (16) or a subset of Ca
atoms (36), or on-lattice construction of protein structures
(37), or even an elastic network derived from low-resolution
density maps delivered by electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-
EM) (38,39), in which case the positions of nodes of the
network placed in the continuous density maps are not cor-
related with the positions of any real atoms. In all these cases,
the most meaningful information retained in the models used
for eNMA is the shape of the molecules.
Despite the phenomenal success of eNMA, however, one
lingering question is not satisfactorily answered: why does
eNMA work so well with such drastically coarse-grained
representations of biomolecules? The commonly accepted
explanation is that for large and densely packed systems like
proteins, the low-frequency deformational modes are not sen-
sitive to the local structural connectivity, rather it depends
on the overall shape of the molecules (17). Although this is
an intriguing argument, it has not so far been quantitatively
demonstrated. In fact, as a common practice, the similarity of
eigenvectors from eNMA to the ones computed from realistic
molecular mechanics force ﬁelds is often visually compared.
In this short article, we report some new results regarding
this issue. We demonstrate that for any compact system that
contains components with ﬁnite interaction distance, as long
as the structure of the Hessian matrix (positions of nonzero
and zero elements) is maintained, the low-frequency sub-
space of eigenvectors remains robustly similar even with
completely randomized (nonzero) matrix elements. Since the
elements of the Hessian matrix contain information on the
strength and directionality of local molecular interactions, to
randomize them is, as an approximation, to generalize the
case into any kind of molecular interaction. Therefore, if the
low-frequency subspace of eigenvector does not change
upon matrix randomization, it is reasonable to argue that the
following two commonly used schemes of harmonic modal
analysis are just two special cases included in the random-
ized set—the scheme in NMA, in which the strength and
directionality of interactions is derived from more accurate
potential functions, and the scheme in eNMA with coarse-
grained representations. Moreover, since the structure of the
Hessian matrix is completely determined bymolecular shape,
therefore, if the above conclusion is true, it indicates that the
low-frequency subspace of eigenvector is not sensitive to
the detailed forms of molecular interactions, rather it is
predominately determined by the shape of the molecule.
METHODS AND RESULTS
To demonstrate our point, let’s start with two relatively sim-
ple cases. We ﬁrst computed normal modes of an all-helical
protein (myoglobin, Protein Data Bank code 1bvc, 153
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residues) and an all-sheet protein (human basic ﬁbroblast
growth factor, Protein Data Bank code 1bff, 129 residues)
using Ca-based eNMA (with a cutoff distance of 13 A˚) (16).
The structures of their respective Hessian matrices were then
used as a template for randomization. All the elements in the
off-diagonal blocks (each block has a size of 3 3 3 and
represents a pair of interactions) were randomized. We let the
random variables obey uniform distribution ranging from 0.7
to 1.3. Our study showed that the absolute values of the
random variables are not important just as in eNMA (the
force constant is usually set to 1.0). However, the spread of
variables and their distributions matter a lot (see further
discussion later).
The elements in the diagonal blocks were set as the nega-
tive sum of the corresponding elements in the off-diagonal
blocks in a row. The symmetry of the entire Hessian matrix
was kept. Fig. 1 a shows the comparison of the components
of eigenvectors of mode 7, 10, and 30 for both proteins. It is
FIGURE 1 Comparison of eigenvector components. (a) For 7th, 10th, and 30th modes, only the x components are shown (other components show exactly
the same tendency). The deviation between before (solid line) and after (dotted line) randomization increaseswith the frequency ormodal index. (b) Eigenvectors
for 7th modes upon 10 independent randomizations of matrix elements. For both a and b, results are shown for 1bvc (left column) and 1bff (right column).
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clear that all components of the eigenvectors for mode 7
(the lowest-frequency mode) matched very well before and
after the randomization. The level of matching decreases
as the frequency goes up. In Fig. 1 b, we show the variation
of mode 7 upon 10 independent randomizations of the
Hessians. It is clear that this mode does not change much
in both proteins. In Fig. 2, the dot products of modes before
and after randomization were shown. If the dot product was
calculated on a one-to-one basis along the modal index
(circles), only a very few modes had high similarity (the
values of dot product close to 1.0); the rest diversiﬁed quick-
ly. If, however, a linear combination of modes was employed
(squares), i.e., each eigenvector in the subspace after ran-
domization was projected onto a linearly combined vector by
the ﬁrst 50 vibrational modes in the subspace before ran-
domization, the subspace of low-frequency modes turned out
to be very similar between two cases. These results indicate
that the low-frequency subspace of eigenvectors is very ro-
bust upon randomization of matrix elements.
The above demonstration was based on the case in which
the structure of the Hessian matrix was kept the same. Now
we show the case in which the structure of the Hessian ma-
trix was partially changed. As in Fig. 3, upon randomly swap-
ping 5% ; 10% positions of nonzero elements with those
of zero elements, with a smaller incomplete low-frequency
basis set, the eigenvectors after structure randomization can
no longer be expressed by the subspace of low-frequency
eigenvectors before the randomization, which sharply
contrasts with the results in Fig. 2, where the low-frequency
modes after randomization were expressed very well by
linearly combined modes before randomization. Therefore, it
suggests that the structure of the Hessian matrix is far more
important in determining the nature of the low-frequency
subspace of eigenvectors than the absolute values of matrix
elements.
Having so far demonstrated the effect of randomization on
the Hessian matrix in eMNA, we now show the case with the
Hessian matrix computed by a realistic molecular mechanics
force ﬁeld, the CHARMM force ﬁeld (35,40). We ﬁrst
computed the Hessian matrix based on a fully minimized
myoglobin structure. Then, we adopted a special procedure
to reduce, or to coarse-grain, the matrix from a size of
3N33N to 3n33n on the Ca-trace so as to be able to directly
compare the results with Ca-based eNMA (N is the number
FIGURE 2 Quantitative comparison of eigenvectors for low-frequency
subspace by dot products of vectors. The circles are for dot products of one-
by-one based on the modal index. The squares are for dot products after
a linear combination of the ﬁrst 50 modes before randomization. The
similarity is much better in low-frequency subspace by linear combination.
Upper panel is for 1bvc and lower panel is for 1bff.
FIGURE 3 Effect of altering the structure of the Hessian matrix. As
indicated in the main text, positions of a certain percent of nonzero elements
were swapped with those of zero elements. As a consequence, the pattern of
the low-frequency subspace of the eigenvector dramatically changes. For
each curve, the x axis is the number of eigenvectors before the randomization
used to form a linear combination basis set to express a single eigenvector
after randomization. The y axis is the fraction of eigenvectors with the dot
product value,0.9. Note the curves all converged to 1.0 at the large end of
the basis set used for linear combinations, because one can always use
a complete orthonormalized basis set to express any other vectors. What is
the most interesting is when only incomplete low-frequency subsets of
modes are used. Upper panel is for 1bvc and lower panel is for 1bff.
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of atoms and n is the number of Ca atoms). To do so, we ﬁrst
summed up the elements of a block of elements in a mass-
weighted CHARMM Hessian that belong to a particular pair
of residues to reduce to a 3 3 3 block. The three principal
component axes of this smaller block were then computed
and projected back onto the vector connecting two Ca atoms
to regenerate the values of elements for the smaller blocks.
The projection obeys gnew}+3
k¼1 lkðe*k  r*0Þ2; where lk, e*k
(k ¼ 1,2,3) are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 3 3 3
block and r*0 is the direction vector between two Ca atoms.
For simplicity, only the residue pairs with strong positive
projections were kept; weak and negative ones were
regarded as no interaction. The ﬁnal resulting matrix was
used as a coarse-grained Hessian for diagonalization. Fig. 4
a shows that the modes after the coarse-graining matched the
original modes well in low-frequency subspace, indicating
the validity of the coarse-graining procedure. Fig. 4 b shows
the matching between coarse-grained CHARMMmodes and
eNMAmodes, which once again shows the similarity of low-
frequency modes between CHARMM and eNMA once they
are reduced to the same level of coarse-graining. Here, the
deviation of modes as the frequency goes up (Fig. 4 b) is
somewhat quicker than that in Fig. 2. This is partly because
the structure of the Hessian matrix reduced from CHARMM
calculation is not exactly the same as that from eNMA since
the two methods used different cutoff distances and mag-
nitudes of interactions. Fig. 5 shows the detailed structure of
the two matrices for myoglobin. The matrix of eNMA (using
a residue-based cutoff of 13 A˚) is larger, and its area of
nonzero elements completely overlaps the area of the re-
duced CHARMMmatrix (using an atom-based cutoff). What
is really important, however, is that the two matrix structures
are similar—one contains the other, thus the feature of low-
frequency subspace is still similar. In fact, there have been
numerous cases in which low-frequency modes from eNMA
were used to approximate the modes traditionally computed
by more accurate molecular mechanics force ﬁelds.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
In this study, we have quantitatively demonstrated that for
a compact molecular structure such as that of a globular pro-
tein, the shape of the molecule plays a predominant role in
determining the eigenvectors of low-frequency normal
modes. It was shown that as long as the information of the
overall molecular shape is maintained in the Hessian matrix,
the low-frequency modes are all similar for a wide range of
coarse-graining levels and for almost any potential function.
FIGURE 4 Comparison of eigenvectors for the low-frequency subspace for the coarse-grained Hessian matrix from CHARMM (results are shown for
myoglobin 1bvc). The curves were computed in exactly the same way as in Fig.2. In upper panel (a), the squares are for comparison between eNMA calculation
on the reduced CHARMMmatrix and the Ca subspace of all-atom CHARMM eigenvectors (using eNMA low-frequency orthogonal subspace as a basis set).
The circles are for comparison between an eNMA calculation on the matrix with the same structure as a reduced CHARMM matrix but all the force constants
were set to one and the Ca subspace of all-atom CHARMM eigenvectors (using eNMA low-frequency subspace as a basis set). In the lower panel (b), the
squares are for comparison between direct eNMA calculation on Ca atoms and the Ca subspace of all-atom CHARMM eigenvectors (using eNMA low-
frequency subspace as a basis set). The circles are for comparison between eNMA calculation on a reduced CHARMMmatrix and direct eNMA calculation on
Ca atoms (using a low-frequency subspace of eNMA from reduced CHARMM as a basis set). Left column is for 1bvc and right column is for 1bff.
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This conclusion was drawn from the study of the subset of
low-frequency eigenvectors for Hessian matrices with ran-
domized matrix elements, but with an identical matrix
structure (the positions of nonzero and zero elements). The
results further strengthen the foundation of the highly suc-
cessful eNMA.
Moreover, in this work, although results were presented
for only two small proteins, an all-helical protein (myoglo-
bin) and an all-sheet protein (A-spectrin SH3 domain), the
conclusion holds true for all compact globular proteins or
protein domains, just as the fact that eNMA is universally
successful for all those proteins.
Another important observation is that in randomizing
Hessian matrix elements, it is better to use more uniform
distributions of random numbers with a smaller spread. We
believe that this is consistent with the fact that protein
structures are relatively uniform in terms of the distribution
of mass and strength of interactions at residue level (41).
Imagine, for a bilobate molecule with drastically different
stiffness in two domains, one would not be able to see the
behavior we have seen. Such a conclusion is also in accord
with the observation that eNMA with a uniform force
constant is less effective in modeling the interfacial motions
between protein and nucleic acid complexes precisely due to
the difference in stiffness of the two types of molecules (42).
A point worth mentioning is that the low-frequency modes
of any macromolecule are highly anisotropic. Therefore, one
of the important implications of our results is that the aniso-
tropic motions of molecules are determined by their shape.
This is intuitively reasonable. If we take a two-domain pro-
tein such as lysozyme to compute low-frequency modes at
any level of coarse-graining, it is guaranteed that we will get
the classic hinge-bending mode because of the bilobate
shape of the molecule (43–45). In fact, even if we reduce
the representation of molecules to as simple as three points
arranged in an angled fashion, we will still get the well-
known bending mode as a triatomic water molecule. This
example pictorially demonstrates that the global molecular
shape determines its low-frequency anisotropic motions.
On the other hand, in the isotropic limit, the magnitudes of
atomic ﬂuctuation are mainly inﬂuenced by the local mass
distribution. This was initially demonstrated in the pioneer-
ing work of the Gaussian network model (GNM) (46).
Recently, it was also shown that a residue-based ﬂuctuation
proﬁle could also be estimated by a simple relation of 1/n,
where n is the number of neighboring residues within a cutoff
distance (47). The 1/n result is essentially a ﬁrst-degree
approximation of GNM, and the results of the two methods
are almost identical with a larger cutoff distance (.10 A˚).
These isotropic methods are very effective in explaining the
fact that the peaks of crystallographic B-factor proﬁles for
globular proteins are almost always on the surface residues
since, for a given cutoff distance, they are the ones with a
smaller number of neighbors. Of course, an implicit assump-
tion behind these isotropic calculations is that the globular
proteins are uniform in packing density and interaction stiff-
ness. This is why the isotropic calculations are more effective
for compact globular proteins.
Finally, it is also reasonable to deduce from our results that
a main task of evolution is to select the right shape of mol-
ecules so as to preserve certain types of motion for fulﬁlling
the functions. This is particularly true for large supramolec-
ular complexes in which motions of components are evolved
to be optimally coupled to the motions of complexes just as
in many manmade machines (for a review, see Ma (48)).
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